
SectionHEATING &
COOLING

IN THIS SECTION:

• HEATER ASSEMBLY 
• HOSES & BELTS
• COOLING SYSTEM
• AIR CONdITIONING

8
Time and the weather take their toll on your heat-
ing and cooling systems.  That’s why Danchuk makes 
some of the parts you will find here.  Like our heater 
control valves for deluxe heaters or our heater seal 
kits.  Our beefed up heater control levers that don’t 
break like the originals and our heater control lever 
knob sets. Defroster seals, grommets, air duct to 
inner fender seals for  ‘57’s, radiator shim kits and 
more, all right here in the heating and cooling section.

You will also find air conditioning systems by Vintage 
Air, stainless steel fittings that won’t rust by Perfor-
mance Stainless Steel, replacement sending units for 
your gauges, thermostat housings and thermostats, 
replacement bug screens, radiator and heater hoses, 
clamps, you name it, we have it. 

We offer original style down-flow radiators, in copper/
brass and aluminum, by US Radiator and our 100% 
“Made in the USA” steel fan shrouds, designed to help 
keep your ride cool on hot summer days.  And if a 
stock radiator is not enough, we offer cross-flow con-
versions by Be Cool to fit every budget.  You will also 
find add on electric fans, adjustable fan thermostats, 
fan mounting brackets, flexible heater and radiator 
hose kits and to dress things up our own beautiful 
chrome radiator covers.
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dELuxE HEATER
ASSEMBLY FASTENERS
To properly finish a rebuilt heater assembly use 
these original design fasteners. All the clips, 
sheet metal screws, and machine screws to 
do the job right.
1955-56 ...................................................................................#1036A ....... $5.50/set
1957 (Shown)..........................................................................#1036 .......... $4.95/set

dELuxE
HEATER CONTROL BEzELS
If you want to convert your car to deluxe 
heating, this bezel is an important part of 
the assembly. For restorers who are renew-
ing their dash, a crisp reproduction is a 
more economical alternative to polishing 
and replating.
1955-56 .............. #2557 ........$99.95/ea.
1957 .................... #11167 .....$174.95/set
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dELuxE HEATER CORES
1955-56 .....#12407 .. $189.95/ea.
1957 ...........#12408 .. $199.95/ea. 

ALuMINuM dELuxE HEATER CORES
These aluminum deluxe heater cores are an alternative to the factory copper/brass originals. Fits just like the original and are 
made with aluminum.
1955-56 Good ............................................................................................................... #17766 ...................................$116.95/ea.
1957 Good .................................................................................................................... #17767 .................................. $124.95/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1036A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1036
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2557
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11167
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17766
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17767
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LENS BACkING pLATES FOR
dELuxE HEATER
This plate installs behind the heater lens 
and is sometimes missing.
1955-56 .............. #15548 ........$3.95/ea.
1957 .................... #17411.........$4.95/ea.
 

dELuxE HEATER LEVER pIN & 
SpRING REpAIR kIT
This kit is used on deluxe heaters only and 
includes the pin that the control levers pivot 
on as well as the spring and retainers.
1955-56 .............. #15547 ........ $6.95/kit

dELuxE HEATER CORE
MOuNTING pLATES
The heater core mounting plate is often 
corroded or missing. This plate is required 
when installing the heater core. For deluxe 
heaters only.
1955-56 .............. #16951 ...... $17.95/ea.
1957 .................... #16897 ...... $17.95/ea.

#16951

#16897

dELuxE HEATER CONTROL 
VALVE BLOCkOFF pLATE
1957 .................... #17410 ........$6.95/ea.

HEATER CONTROL VALVES
When reproducing our heater control 
valves we worked from NOS originals, 
originals with the clip that replaced the 
capillary tube. Don’t be misled by those 
who tell you that you have to pay a fortune 
to get a true original. This is not the case 
and Chevy proved it when they dropped 
the tube from production and went with 
the clip. If your valve had the temperature 
capillary tube and you want to keep it, 
simply remove the clip from the new valve and replace it with your own original tube.
1955-56 Passenger Cars, 1955-58 Trucks .................................................................. #014 ........................................ $69.95/ea.
1957 Passenger Cars ................................................................................................... #013 ........................................ $69.95/ea.
1958-62 Corvette .......................................................................................................... #876 .........................................$67.95/ea.

#014

#896
#013

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15548
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17411
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15547
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16951
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16897
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17410
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=014
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=013
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=876
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HEATER BOx RETAINERS
1957 .........................................................................................#2253 ........ $24.95/pr.
1957 Chrome ..........................................................................#16950 ....... $34.95/pr.
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dELuxE 
HEATER 
CONTROL 
CABLE
RETAINER CLIpS
Cable retainers are often missing or bro-
ken. To order single retainer clip, order part 
#15594 or part #15595 for the complete 
4-piece set needed to handle all cables 
for deluxe heater control panel. 
1957 .................... #15594  .......$5.50/ea. 
1957 4-Piece ...... #15595  .... $19.95/set

HEATER CABLES wITH STEEL CASING
A little rust, one small kink and your original is shot! These quality steel cables will bring 
new life to the operation of your heater. 1957 application includes vent cable with casing.
1955 .........................................................................................#462 ......... $36.95/set
1956 .........................................................................................#463 ......... $36.95/set
1957 (Shown)..........................................................................#464 ..........$67.95/set

Ez SLIdER HEATER CABLES
EZ Slider cables feature a polyethylene lining which reduces resistance and provides 
maximum flexibility and instant response.
1955 (Shown)..........................................................................#14953 ...... $29.95/set
1956 .........................................................................................#14955 ...... $29.95/set
1957 .........................................................................................#14957 ...... $44.95/set

dELuxE HEATER CABLE CLIpS
For deluxe heater controls only.
1955-56 Double . #15986 ........$6.50/ea. 

Fits 55-56 deluxe heater control and 56-57 
defroster lever on heater box. 
1955-57 Straight Tab, Single

 ........................ #15987 ........$5.50/ea. 

This cable clip set comes with 4 straight 
tab single cable and 1 double cable clip 
with screws.
1955-56 5-Piece . #15988 ....  $24.95/set 

#15987

#15988

#15986

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2253
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16950
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15594
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15595
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=462
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=463
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=464
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14953
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14955
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14957
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15986
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15987
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15988
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Included in #325 & #324 Kits
Firewall to firewall plate seal.
On deluxe heater cars, it goes 
between  the heater  car 
bracket and firewall. 
On standard or no-heater 
cars, it goes between the 
firewall plate and the firewall.

Included in #324 Seal Kits
Blower housing to inner
fender bracket seal on all
deluxe heater cars.

#327 Blower motor square rubber sleeve seals between the
blower motor housing and firewall duct on deluxe heater cars.

Included in #324 Seal Kit.  blower motor
to blower mount plate gaskets.

#10851 Air Inlet Hose to blower motor. The flexible duct between
the inner fender duct and the blower motor on deluxe heater cars.

Included in #324 Seal Kit.  Control valve 
or control valve delete to firewall seal.

HEATER CONTROL LEVERS
Lets face it, frequently used parts wear 
out! If your heater is acting like it is 50 
years old, replace those old levers and 
get it working like it should.
1955 .................... #465 .......... $19.95/pr.
1956 .................... #466 .......... $22.95/pr.

HEATER
CONTROL LEVER kNOBS
These knobs are injection-molded black 
plastic. 1955 and ’56’s include mounting 
hardware; 1957 knobs push on without set 
screws. These are must-have items when 
replacing the heater levers, shown below.
1955-56, ’55-56 Truck

 ........................ #612 ......... $12.95/set
1957 Best ........... #955 ......... $19.95/set
1957 Good ......... #16800 ..... $14.95/set
 

HEATER HOuSING 
TO INNER FENdER RETAINER
1957 .................... #2254 ..........$9.95/ea.

HEATER SEALS 
Put heat and rubber 
together and you 
have an assembly 
that requires pe-
riodic attention. If 
your heater leaks 
more warm air than 
it delivers, it’s time to 
rebuild it with these 
quality rubber seals. 
1955-56 sets include 
defroster seal. Made 
in the USA.
1955-56 Standard Heater .......................................................#323 ..........$19.95/kit
1955-56 Deluxe Heater ...........................................................#322 .......... $19.95/kit
1957 Standard Heater ............................................................#325 .......... $16.95/kit
1957 Deluxe Heater ................................................................#324 .......... $16.95/kit

dELuxE HEATER CONTROL kNOB SETS
The finishing touch to your billet dash or a great custom touch all by themselves. 
Replace your plastic knobs with these 5-piece billet sets. 
1957 Polished Aluminum, 5-Piece Billet ..............................#15584  ..... $99.95/set
1955-56 Polished Aluminum, 4-Piece Billet .........................#15585 ...... $88.95/set 

#465

#15584
#15585

#612

#955

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=465
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=466
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=612
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=955
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16800
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2254
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=323
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=322
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=325
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=324
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15584
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15585
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HEATER BLOwER MOTOR SEAL
This seal, located between the heater 
blower and the heater transition assembly, 
is usually in bad shape and should be 
replaced when rebuilding the assembly.
Made in the USA.
1957 .................... #327 ............$5.95/ea.

HEATER BLOwER MOTORS
Nothing could be more frustrating than having a heater on the blink. These quiet, 
smooth operating motors will be much appreciated on cold winter days.
1955-63 w/ Air Conditioning, w/o Fan ..................................#2077 ....... $34.95/ea.
1955-63 w/o Air Conditioning, w/o Fan (Shown) .................#2078 ....... $39.95/ea.

BLOwER SwITCHES
If you’ve got a deluxe heater in your classic, don’t let a little thing like the blower switch 
keep you from warming up. These little parts are life savers in the winter.
1955-56 ...................................................................................#10213 ...... $39.95/ea.
1957 .........................................................................................#10214 ...... $49.95/ea.

HEATER MOTOR
MOuNTING SCREwS
1957 .................... #2888 ......... $8.95/set

HEATER BLOwER HOLE COVERS
1957 Cad Plated #11234 ......$28.95/ea.
1957 Chrome Plated

 ........................ #11235 ......$42.95/ea.

#10214

#10213

HEATER BLOwER MOTOR
RESISTOR wITH AdApTER HARNESS 
(wITHOuT AIR CONdITIONING) 
If you are getting only one speed, or nothing 
at all, from your heater blower motor this could 
be the problem. 
1957 Deluxe ............................................................................#16216 ...... $32.95/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=327
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2077
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2078
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10213
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10214
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2888
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11234
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11235
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16216
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STAINLESS
HEATER HOSE FITTINGS
1955-57 Hex, 5/8" ID x 1-3/4", 1/2"

NPT ................. #14744 ......$13.95/ea.
1955-57 Hex, 5/8" ID x 2-7/8", 1/2” 

NPT ................. #14745 ......$18.95/ea.
1955-57 Hex, 3/4" ID x 1-3/4", 1/2 NPT

 ........................ #14746 ......$13.95/ea.
1955-57 Hex, 3/4" ID x 2-7/8", 1/2”

NPT ................. #14747 ......$15.95/ea.
1955-57 Hex, 5/8" ID x 1-3/4", 1/2 NPT

 ........................ #14748 ..... $23.95/set

STAINLESS HEATER HOSE FITTINGS
1955-57 Hex, 5/8" ID, x 2-7/8" and 5/8" ID x 1-3/4", 1/2" NPT
.................................................................................................#14749 ...... $29.95/set
1955-57 12-pt, 5/8" ID, 1-3/4", 1/2" NPT .................................#14750 .......$14.95/ea.
1955-57 12-pt, 5/8" ID x 2-7/8", 1/2" NPT ..............................#14751 ...... $20.95/ea.
1955-57 12-pt, 3/4" ID x 1-3/4", 1/2" NPT ..............................#14752 .......$14.95/ea.
1955-57 12-pt, 3/4" ID x 2-7/8", 1/2" NPT ..............................#14753 .......$16.95/ea.
1955-57 12-pt, 5/8" x 1-3/4", 1/2" NPT ...................................#14754 ...... $25.95/set
1955-57 12-pt, 5/8" ID x 2-7/8" and 5/8" ID x 1-3/4", 1/2" NPT
.................................................................................................#14755 ...... $32.95/set
1955-57 45 deg, 5/8" ID x 1-3/4", 1/2" NPT............................#14756 ...... $30.95/ea.
1955-57 90 deg, 5/8" ID x 2-1/8", 1/2" NPT ...........................#14757 ...... $30.95/ea.
1955-57 90 deg, 5/8" ID x 1-3/4" , 1/2" NPT...........................#14758 ...... $30.95/ea.
1955-57 90 deg, 3/4" ID x  1-3/4", 1/2" NPT ...........................#14759 ...... $30.95/ea.
1955-57 90 deg, 3/4" ID x 2-1/8", 1/2" NPT ............................#14760 ...... $30.95/ea.

HEx pLuG
1955-57 Stainless, 1/2" NPT

 ........................ #14767 ........ $7.95/ea.

12-pOINT
pLuG
1955-57 Stainless, 1/2" NPT

 ........................ #14768 ........$8.95/ea.

HEATER HOSE FITTINGS
1955-57 Hex, Stainless, Contains (2) 5/8" ID x 1-3/4" & (2) 1/2" Plugs (Shown)

 ..................................................................................#14773 ................. $36.95/kit
1955-57 Hex, Stainless, Contains (1) 5/8" ID x 1-3/4",

(1) 5/8" x 2-7/8" and (2) 1/2" Plugs .........................#14774 .................. $45.95/kit
1955-57 12-Point, Stainless, Contains (2) 5/8" ID x 1-3/4" &

(2) 1/2"Plugs (Shown) .............................................#14775 ................. $43.95/kit
1955-57 12-Point, Stainless, Contains (1) 5/8" x 1-3/4",

(1) 5/8" x 2-7/8 & (2) 1/2" Plugs ..............................#14776 ................. $55.95/kit

14748

14744

14773

14775

14749
14750 14751 14752

14754

14755

14756
14757

14760

14759

Performance Stainless Steel products are Made in the USA of ultra-high quality 304 
stainless and keep their beauty way beyond chrome or aluminum.  They have an un-
mistakable ultra smooth finish that is highly resistant to rust, pitting and discoloration.

STAINLESS
SOCkET HEAd pLuGS
1955-57 1/2" NPT

 ........................ #14769 ........$5.95/ea.
1955-57 3/8" NPT

 ........................ #14770 ........$5.95/ea.
1955-57 1/4" NPT

 ........................ #14771 ........$4.95/ea.
1955-57 1/8" NPT
............................ #14772 ........$2.50/ea.
1955-57 3/4” NPT

 ........................ #15305 ......$10.95/ea.

STAINLESS
HEATER HOSE FITTINGS
1955-57 2-Piece, 5/8 ID x 1-3/4,

1/2" NPT ......... #15301 ...... $34.95/pr.
1955-57 2-Piece, 5/8 ID x 2-1/8,

1/2" NPT ......... #15302 ...... $30.95/pr.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14744
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14745
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14746
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14747
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14748
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14749
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14750
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14751
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14752
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14753
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14754
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14755
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14756
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14757
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14758
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14759
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14760
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14767
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14768
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14773
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14774
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14775
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14776
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14769
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14770
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14771
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14772
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15305
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15301
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15302
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AdjuSTABLE FAN THERMOSTAT
For use with electric fans. Probe mounts 
in stock drain plug hole on the radiator. 
Adjustable temp makes sure the fan runs 
when needed.
All ....................... #085 ..........$48.95/ea.

AdjuSTABLE
THERMOSTAT HARNESS
For use with part #085, adjustable fan 
thermostat.
All ....................... #085A ....... $41.95/ea.

INTAkE MANIFOLd FITTINGS
1955-56 5/8" ....... #10066 ......$16.95/ea.
1957 3/4" ............ #12225 ........$8.95/ea.

INTAkE MANIFOLd
HEATER HOSE FITTING
This beautiful corrosion resistant chrome 
fitting adds a distinctive detail to any 
engine. For use on small and big-block 
intake manifolds.
All 5/8" Hose, 1/2" NPT, V8

 ........................ #1962 .......... $7.50/ea.

ORIGINAL STYLE HEATER HOSE 
kITS wITH RIBS
1955-56 8 Cyl. .... #11237 .......$37.95/kit
1955-56 6 Cyl. .... #11238 .......$37.95/kit
1957 8 Cyl. ......... #11239 .......$37.95/kit
1957 8 Cyl. w/ A/C

 ........................ #11240 .......$37.95/kit
1957 6 Cyl. ......... #11241 .......$37.95/kit

FLExI-kOOL HEATER 
HOSE kIT
Flexi-Cool Hose kit is made of 
ribbed stainless steel which won’t 
freeze or crack. Flexi-Cool hoses 
ribbed design improves cooling 
which helps prevent overheating 
and possible engine damage. 
Hoses can be formed to any 
angle or length while reducing 
installation time and maintenance costs. Kits include two 44" hoses. Makes 2 hoses. 
Dress caps and Flexi-Kool Radiator hoses are shown on page 320.
All 44", Chrome w/ Chrome Caps .........................................#12414 ....... $79.95/kit

HEATER HOSE BRACkET
When details count, don’t settle for inferior 
brackets. Bolts under battery box.
1957 .................... #1211 .......... $7.95/ea. INNER FENdER

HEATER HOSE CLAMpS
These solid, heavy stainless steel clamps 
are polished to a high luster and include 
stainless steel Allen head screws.
1955-57 Plain ..... #2511 ........$18.95/ea.
1955-57 Slotted ... #2512 ........$18.95/ea.

HEATER HOSE BRACkET 
This beautiful chrome bracket suspends 
the heater hoses above the exhaust mani-
folds to protect the hoses from heat dam-
age, and gives the engine compartment an 
organized appearance, too. Brackets can 
be used individually or in pairs, depend-
ing upon the application. Some engines 
with air conditioning systems use only 
one bracket.
All ....................... #1963 ..........$6.95/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=085
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=085A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10066
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12225
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1962
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11237
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11238
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11239
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11240
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11241
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12414
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1211
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2511
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2512
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1963
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TEMpERATuRE SENdING uNITS
Original design in fit and function.
1956 .................... #093 ..........$29.95/ea.
1957 .................... #094 ..........$29.95/ea.

THERMOSTAT HOuSINGS 
Included with these quality water necks are 
neoprene o-ring gaskets, designed to elimi-
nate leakage. They fit small and big-block 
engines. Chrome-plated bolts included.
1955-65 V8, ‘64 Chevy II, ‘53-63 Vette 

(Shown) .......... #1959 ........$13.95/ea.
1966-75 Chevelle, Camaro, 

Chevrolet ....... #1960 ........$13.95/ea.

ALuMINuM THERMOSTAT
HOuSINGS
All 15° Swivel ..... #12505 ......$18.95/ea. 
All 45° Swivel .... #12124 ......$18.95/ea.
All 90° Swivel .... #12125 ......$18.95/ea.

#14777

#14778

#14779

THERMOSTATS
All 160° ............... #082 ............$8.95/ea.
All 180° ............... #083 ............$9.95/ea.
All Gasket .......... #084 ............$3.50/ea.

STAINLESS
THERMOSTAT HOuSING BOLTS
All Hex Head ...... #14003 ...... $11.95/set
All 12-Pt. Head ... #14004 ....... $9.95/set

STAINLESS wATER NECk BOLT 
kITS wITH BOwTIE
All 45°, Small Block

 ........................ #14289 ........ $5.95/kit
All 90°, Small Block

 ........................ #14290 ........ $5.95/kit 

STAINLESS THERMOSTAT SwIVEL 
HOuSINGS
1955-57 15 Degree, Satin (Shown)

 ........................ #14777 ....$146.95/ea.
1955-57 15 Degree, Polished (Shown)

 ........................ #14778 ....$168.95/ea.
1955-57 45 Degree, Satin

 ........................ #14779 ....$139.95/ea.
1955-57 45 Degree, Polished

 ........................ #14780 ....$160.95/ea.
All Straight-Up, Satin

 ........................ #15299 ....$103.95/ea.
All Straight-Up, Polished

 ........................ #15300 ....$124.95/ea.

#093

#094

BILLET SpECIALTIES
THERMOSTAT HOuSINGS
All SB/BB, 0-Deg.

 ........................ #17091 ......$79.95/ea.
All SB/BB, 15-Deg.

 ........................ #17092 ......$79.95/ea.

TEMpERATuRE SENdING uNIT
wIRE INSuLATOR
The wire insulator covering is usually 
charred or missing. Replace this key detail 
item and save yourself from fried wiring.  
All ....................... #12121 ........$4.50/ea.

THERMOSTAT HOuSING O-RING
Replacement o-ring for all stainless ther-
mostat housings.
All ....................... #15306 ........$3.50/ea.

LOwER
THERMOSTAT HOuSING GASkET
All 235 6-Cyl ...... #17886 ........$2.95/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=093
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=094
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1959
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1960
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12505
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12125
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=082
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=083
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=084
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14003
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14004
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14289
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14290
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14777
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14778
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14779
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14780
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15299
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15300
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17091
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17092
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12121
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15306
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17886
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1957 Heater/Duct Seal Location

#326 Air Inlet Sleeve - Fits joint between
forward and rear air duct both sides.

#548 Inner Fender Air Duct Seal
Fits the hole in the inner fender
that forward air duct passes
through to prevent squeaking.
Installs originally with six 
staples each side.

Included in #324 Heater Seal Kits.  
Rear air duct to firewall
seals, glued to the firewall
on both sides.

#092

FRESH AIR VENT ASSEMBLY
wITH CABLE
These fresh air vent assemblies come as a 
pair complete with cables.  They will work 
for both 1955 and 56 but the cables are 
only correct for 1956.  The 1956 cable used 
a ribbed knob, the 1955 used a smooth 
knob. (Use Danchuk #14035 vent cables  
for a correct 1955 installation.)  
1955-56 Driver & Psngr

 ........................ #16036 ... $124.95/set

FRESH AIR
VENT CONTROL CABLES
1955 w/ Smooth Knob

 ........................ #10435 ...... $59.95/pr.
1956 w/ Ribbed Knob

 ........................ #10436 ...... $59.95/pr.

FRESH AIR VENT ASSEMBLY
wITH CABLE
Tired of searching the swap meets for 
your fresh air vent assemblies? Look 
no further. These repros are true to the 
originals and come assembled with seals 
already installed. Though correct for the 
1956 they will also work for 1955’s as a 
replacement (55’s used a different knob). 
Available in driver (LH) and passenger 
(RH) assemblies.
1956 Driver ........ #14198 ..... $99.95/set
1956 Passenger . #14199 ..... $99.95/set

FRESH AIR VENT CONTROL CABLE
These are used to open the fresh air vents on cars that were equipped with the stan-
dard recirculating heater and include the knob. 2 required per car 
1957 .........................................................................................#15637 ...... $32.95/ea.

FRESH AIR VENT COVERS
These are the vent grills that mount under 
the dash on the firewall. Sold in pairs.
1957 .................... #17778 ...... $59.95/pr.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16036
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10435
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10436
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14198
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14199
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15637
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17778
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dEFROSTER SEAL   
This much needed seal, located between 
the heater distributor assembly and the 
dashboard vent assembly, dries out and 
needs periodic replacement. Without it 
the defrost function on the heater will not 
operate.
1957 .................... #796 ............$8.95/ea.

VENT CABLE TO dASH 
SCREw ANd wASHER kIT
Original clutch head design.
1955-56 .............. #2895 .......... $5.95/kit

AIR duCT-TO-INNER
FENdER SEALS
Without this important part of the assembly, 
your air duct can only deliver rattles! Made 
in the USA.
1957 .................... #548 ............ $8.95/pr.

FRESH AIR duCT
CABLE RETAINERS
Use these spring steel clips to correctly 
connect the fresh air cables to your vent 
assembly.
1957 .................... #1204 ......... $4.50/set

AIR INLET 
dRAIN TuBE GROMMETS
Without this grommet the drain tube will 
become loose and rattle.
1957 .................... #334 ............ $2.95/pr.

AIR duCT dRAIN TuBE
1957 .................... #12605 ......$18.95/ea.

AIR INLET HOSE
Fits between heater blower and outside 
air duct.
1957 Original, 4-1/2"

 ........................ #10851 ......$16.95/ea.

kICk pANEL VENT dOOR SEALS
Made in the USA.
1955-56 .............. #10455 ..... $12.95/set

FORwARd IN FENdER FRESH AIR duCT
This is a reproduction of the original fresh air duct that mounts inside the front fenders 
of 1957’s.  Fits driver or passenger sides. 2 required per car.
1957 .........................................................................................#16875 .....$189.95/ea.

CLuTCH HEAd SCREwdRIVERS
This 4-piece set should cover all your 
needs when restoring your classic Chevy. 
All 4-Piece Set ... #16367 ......$21.95/set

FRESH AIR VENT SEAL kIT
1957 Factory Dash w/ Vintage Air

 ........................ #17659 ........ $6.95/kit
FRESH 
AIR INLET 
SLEEVES
These sleeves 
seal the con-
nect ion be-
tween the front duct assembly and the rear 
duct and valve assembly. We manufacture 
a high quality seal for this connection. 
Engine compartment heat necessitates 
regular inspection and replacement of this 
part. Made in the USA.
1957 .................... #326 .......... $10.95/pr.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=796
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2895
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=548
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1204
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=334
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12605
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10851
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10455
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16875
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16367
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17659
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=326
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FAN MOuNTING 
BRACkETS
These brackets give you 
the extra mounting surface 
sometimes needed when your 
radiator is in the 6-cylinder 
position and you are installing 
a universal electric fan with a 
built in shroud like #13452 on 
page 310.
1955-57 ........................................... #11236A ......... $69.95/pr.

pOLISHEd FAN SHROud
This polished, chrome plated shroud is designed
to fit early and late model cars in the V8 position only.
Mounting hardware is included.
All 3" x 20" Diameter ..................... #2286 ............. $21.95/ea.

CHROME STEEL OR BLACk pOwdER COATEd STEEL FAN SHROudS
The best of the best! We pulled out all the stops and made these the way Chevy would have.  These beautiful shrouds are 
made from top quality thick steel, powder coated black or chrome finish and are custom fit for your application.  With an 18 ¾” 
opening you’ll have no trouble with fan clearance. Made in the USA. US Patent D675,724S. 
1955-57 V8 in 6 Cyl. Core Support .............................................................................. #16625 .................................. $109.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 in Stock Position ...................................................................................... #16626A ................................ $109.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 in Stock V8 Core Support, w/ #11236 6-Cyl. Position Conversion Brackets
....................................................................................................................................... #16627A .................................$119.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 in 6 Cyl. Core Support, Chrome, Black Brackets ................................... #16625C ................................ $209.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 in Stock Position, Chrome, Black Brackets ............................................ #16626C ................................ $209.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 in Stock V8 Core Support, w/ #11236 6-Cyl. Position Conversion Brackets, Chrome, Black Brackets
....................................................................................................................................... #16627C ................................ $219.95/ea.
1955-57 Chrome Brackets ........................................................................................... #16625B ...................................$67.95/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11236A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2286
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16625
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16626A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16627A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16625C
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16626C
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16627C
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16625B
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CHROME ELECTRIC FANS
Chrome fans feature chrome electro-plated shrouds and chrome plated motor cov-
ers. Fans are available with either straight or S-blades and make a great addition to 
any engine compartment. Fans are reversible. Mounting hardware and harness not 
included. Please check and verify clearance before placing order. 
All 16", “S” Blade, 2300 CFM ................................................#13659 .....$124.95/ea.

FAN-THOM II ELECTRIC FAN 
CONTROL kIT
Fan-Thom fan controls offer you clean, 
simple and safe fan controller for your 
electric fans. The supplied thermostat 
threads into the engine or cooling system 
for a professional installation.
All 200 degree ... #14615 .......$97.95/kit
Note: Turns fan on at 200° & off at 185°.
All 185 degree ... #14616 ...... $94.95/kit
Note: Turns fan on at 185° & off at 170°.

ELECTRIC, VARIABLE SpEEd FAN CONTROL
Sets fan speed from 60%-100% depending on thermostat setting. Reduces charging 
spikes and current load. Runs your cooling fans 30 seconds after your car is turned 
off to reduce heat soak.
All ............................................................................................#13459 .....$169.95/ea.

ELECTRIC FAN RELAY kIT
This fan relay kit can be used either manu-
ally or in conjunction with a temperature 
sending switch. Designed for use with a 
fused power source. Full instructions for 
both the switched and manual operation 
are included. 
All ....................... #12344 .......$21.95/kit

pROGRAMMABLE FAN
CONTROLLER wITH LEd
REAdOuT
This fan controller is programmable and 
will work with either single or dual fan ap-
plications. Set what temp the fan(s) turn 
on/off as well as having the fans stay on 
for up to 5-minutes after the engine is shut 
down. Digital temp readout makes set up 
a breeze and it will work with your existing 
temp gauge and sending unit. Intended 
to be mounted in cabin. Do not mount in 
engine compartment.
All  ...................... #15123 ....$134.95/ea. 

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13659
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14615
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14616
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13459
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12344
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15123
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17” FLEx FAN
Please check and verify clearance before 
placing order. 
1955-57 .............. #12164 ......$79.95/ea.

duAL ELECTRIC
FAN kIT
Best suited for crossflow 
conversion, these dual 
12" electric fans come in 
either a puller or pusher 
configuration and mea-
sure 26-1/4" by 15-1/2 
by 2-5/8" thick. Mounting 
hardware and fan controls 
included. Please check and verify clearance before placing order. 
All Puller, w/ Relay & Thermostat, 2500 CFM .........................#13453 ..... $369.95/kit

ELECTRIC FAN kIT
The Flex-A-Lite Black Magic Xtreme fan out 
performs typical cage fans by 45%-50%, 
and provides consistent cooling regardless 
of engine speed. Get more power and 
better mileage by replacing your stock 
fan. Includes adjustable thermostat, A/C 
relay and manual switch. Available in Puller 
version only. Recommended for 6-cylinder 
position radiators. Measures 21-1/2" by 17-
1/2" by 4-3/16". Please check and verify 
clearance before placing order. 
All w/ Relay & Thermostat, 3300 CFM

 ........................ #13452 ....$329.95/ea.

S-BLAdE ELECTRIC FANS
These S-Blade fans can be used as a 
primary or auxillary fan. The 16" Syclone 
pulls 2500CFM which makes it strong 
enough to replace your belt driven fan, 
freeing up horsepower and increasing 
mileage. Both fans are reversible (push/
pull). Please check and verify clearance 
before placing order. 
All 14", w/o Relay & Thermostat,

1530 CFM ....... #13457 ....$129.95/ea.
All 16", Syclone, 2500 CFM

w/o Relay & Thermostat
 ........................ #12168 ....$169.95/ea.

x-TREME S-BLAdE 
FANS wITH
CONTROLS
This improved version 
of the dual 12" fan flows 
3000cfm and is perfect 
for crossflow conversions.  
Fans are reversible for 
flexible  mounting and 
come with or without con-
trols. Includes adjustable 
thermostat, A/C relay & variable speed control.  Customers must supply their own fan 
controller with part #15054. Please check and verify clearance before placing order. 
All 12", with Controls, Reversible .........................................#15053 .... $499.95/ea.
All 12”, without Controls, Reversible ....................................#15054 .... $424.95/ea.

FAN SpACERS
1955-57 1/2" ....... #12165 ......$19.95/ea.
1955-57 1" .......... #12166 ......$19.95/ea.
1955-57 2" .......... #12167 ...... $21.95/ea.

AIR CONdITIONING RELAY kIT
FOR ELECTRIC FANS
This relay automatically engages the fan 
when the A/C is turned on.
All ....................... #13458 ......$23.95/ea.

ELECTRIC FAN SwITCH
Use this switch as a manual override, 
regardless of thermostat setting, to turn 
on or off your cooling fan.
All Manual Override, Illuminated

 ........................ #13460 ......$24.95/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12164
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13453
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13452
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15053
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15054
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12165
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12166
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12167
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13458
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13460
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duAL 11” SpAL puLLER FAN ASSEMBLY wITHOuT CONTROLS
This dual 11" SPAL fan setup is just what the doctor ordered for cooling your Tri-5.  It features 12 11" 5-blade fans which pull a 
whopping 2750 CFM of air.  Motor thickness is 4.250 and the fan thickness is 2.60 which means it will fit almost anywhere.  For 
radiators mounted in the 6 cylinder position.
All .................................................................................................................................. #17011 ................................... $295.95/ea.

VINTAGE AIR duAL FAN pACkAGE wITH CONTROLS
Vintage Air designed this specifically to help cool Tri-5’s with cooling problems, and they got it right!  This dual electric fan pack-
age is just the thing for those hot summer days cruizing at 2 MPH as you don’t need any forced airflow, the fans do all the work! 
For radiators mounted in the 6-cylinder position.
1955-57 6-Cyl. Position  ............................................................................................... #17010 ................................... $419.95/ea.

pAINLESS F5 duAL
FAN CONTROLLERS
Electric cooling fans have become a 
mainstay when it comes to keeping any 
type of vehicle’s engine cool. This state-
of-the-art fan control system includes an 
under hood rated solid state pulse width 
modulation controller, 3/8 NPT threaded 
temperature sensor, large gauge fan 
wires and a labeled vehicle integration 
wire harness, mounting hardware and 70 
Amp fuse and connectors. Part #16322 
dual fan controller is rated to control two 
35 Amp cooling fans. Controller features 
include dual cooling fan control from 50% up to 100%; A/C compressor override that runs the fans at 100% duty cycle if air con-
ditioning is kicked on.  The #16322 kit also includes a three position toggle switch that gives you manual control of the cooling 
fans; position one is 100% fan on, position two is normal operation and position three is 0% fan or fan off.  The #16323 controller 
features include controlling one large fan from 50% up to 100% dependant on your engine temperature. Also included in either 
kit is a three position toggle switch that gives you manual control of the cooling fans; position one is 100% fan on, position two is 
normal operation and position three is 0% fan or fan off and a push button switch which is used to set the vehicle speed at which 
you like the cooling fans to shut off above. 
All Dual Fan (Shown) ................................................................................................... #16322 ..................................  $274.95/kit 
All Single Fan ............................................................................................................... #16323 ...................................$259.95/kit

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17011
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17010
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16322
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16323
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dESERT COOLER RAdIATORS 
They drop right into your favorite tri-five and feature the lastest cooling technology. V-8 
owners can choose from either standard or high-effiency styles. High efficiency models 
are recommended for A/C and performance applications. Each unit includes side shims, 
transmission line fitting, petcock and drain hose making for an easy instalation. If the 
radiator is mounted on the engine side of the core support, you have a V8 core support. 
If it’s on the grille side, then it’s a 6-cylinder support. Radiators fit both standard and 
automatic transmission equipped cars, and don’t forget to order a fan shroud, parts 
#16625-16627C on page 308 for the best in cooling performance. Made in the USA.
1955-57 V8, 4 Row ..................................................................#399 ........$419.95/ea.
1955-56 Hi-Efficiency, 3 Row, 6-Cyl. ......................................#336 ....... $409.95/ea.
1955-57 Hi-Efficiency, 4 Row, V8 Position ............................#337 ....... $479.95/ea.
1955-56 Hi-Efficiency, 4 Row, V8 in 6-Cyl. Position .............#12072 .... $439.95/ea.
1957 Hi-Efficiency, 4 Row, V8 in 6-Cyl. Position ....................#12072A . $409.95/ea.

GRIFFIN ALuMINuM RAdIATORS
These HP series radiators feature a high efficiency core with two 1.25" tubes, and 
a core thickness of 2.75". Aluminum radiators include side shims, transmission line 
fittings, petcock and drain hose. Radiators fit standard and automatic equipped cars 
and are compatible with Danchuk fan shrouds, parts #16625-16627C on page 308.
1955-57 V8  .............................................................................#733 ....... $664.95/ea.
1955-56 6-Cyl. .........................................................................#734 ....... $664.95/ea.
1957 6-Cyl. ..............................................................................#735 ....... $664.95/ea.
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VINTAGE COOLING MOduLES
Vintage Cooling Systems Radiator Modules offer a clean, 
simple and functional design for your 1955 Tri-Five Chevy. 
Vintage Cooling systems radiator modules maximize 
engine compartment space on SB-Chevy, BB-Chevy and 
LS Engines with serpentine drives. The all steel module 
core support frame fits in the stock engine bay and moves 
the radiator and fans forward, allowing the most room 
possible for the additional space needed when using a 
serpentine system or blower modules. Includes a high 
efficiency dual pass aluminum cross-flow radiator with 
two rows of 1” tubes and a heavy duty 2.5” core. Also 
includes an aluminum fan mounting bracket and dual 14” Maradyne high performance electric fans that produce 2135 CFM per 
fan. A Maradyne electric fan relay harness with 185° thermostat and dual fan relay keep the fan moving and keep everything plenty 
cool. Modules include a polished aluminum 16-lb. radiator cap, custom fit aluminum overflow tank with aluminum cap. Modules 
come completely assemble and the core support frame come in a satin black finish. 1955 Chevy radiator modules include a new 
hood latch assembly and hood supports with brackets. These are included because the unit moves the location of the stock latch 
to allow for additional engine compartment room by moving the radiator forward.
1955 Standard Satin Finish ......................................................................................... #17925 ...............................$3,095.00/ea.
1955 Standard Polished .............................................................................................. #17926 ...............................$3,349.00/ea.
1955 w/AC Polished ..................................................................................................... #17927 ...............................$3,975.00/ea.
1955 Standard, w/AC & PS Polished .......................................................................... #17928 ............................... $4,175.00/ea.
1956 Standard, Satin Finish ........................................................................................ #17929 ...............................$3,045.00/ea.
1956 Standard, Polished ............................................................................................. #17930 ...............................$3,275.00/ea.
1956 Standard, w/AC, Polished ................................................................................... #17931 ...............................$3,895.00/ea.
1956 Standard, w/AC & PS, Polished ......................................................................... #17932 ...............................$4,095.00/ea.
1957 Standard, Satin Finish ........................................................................................ #17933 ...............................$2,995.00/ea.
1957 Standard, Polished ............................................................................................. #17934 ............................... $3,195.00/ea.
1957 Standard, w/AC, Polished ................................................................................... #17935 ............................... $3,745.00/ea.
1957 Standard, w/AC & PS, Polished ......................................................................... #17936 ...............................$3,949.00/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=399
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=336
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=337
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12072
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12072A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=733
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=734
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=735
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17925
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17926
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17927
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17928
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17929
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17930
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17931
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17932
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17933
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17934
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17935
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17936
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CHAMpION ALuMINuM RAdIATORS
We are proud to offer you Championship Radiators, the latest and greatest in aluminum radiators. All of the radiators that we carry 
are 100% aluminum from the tank, core, and welds with no epoxy, and come with 3 rows of ¾" tubes.  All Champion radiators are 
equipped with a transmission cooler. Be sure to order petcock part #400.
55-56 6-Cyl. Position Std-Auto .................................................................................... #17707 .................................. $324.95/ea.
55-56 6-Cyl. Position Std-Auto, Polished ................................................................... #17708 .................................. $399.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 Position Std-Auto ..................................................................................... #17709 .................................. $324.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 Position Std-Auto, Polished ..................................................................... #17710 .................................. $399.95/ea.

AMERICAN EAGLE ALuMINuM RAdIATORS
American Eagle Radiators are made with the same high level of quality that the Champion cooling system radiators. All the great 
features like the billet fill necks, no epoxy, In addition, all of the American Eagle aluminum radiators feature a 2-Row core with the 
large 1" Tubes and a 2.25" thick core.
1955-56 6-Cyl. Position Std-Auto ................................................................................ #17711................................... $244.95/ea.
1955-56 6-Cyl. Position Std-Auto, Polished ............................................................... #17712 .................................. $244.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 Position Std-Auto ..................................................................................... #17713 .................................. $244.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 Position Std-Auto, Polished ..................................................................... #17714 .................................. $299.95/ea.
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http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17707
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17708
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17709
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17710
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17711
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17712
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17713
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17714
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BE COOL ALuMINuM dOwNFLOw RAdIATORS
When mounting in the 6 cylinder position on 1957’s, the hood 
baffle may require modifcations.
1955-57 Standard, V8 & 6 Cyl. Position
......................................................... #13762 .........$555.95/ea.
1955-57 Auto, V8 & 6 Cyl. Position #13763 .........$799.95/ea.
1955-57 Standard, V8 & 6 Cyl. Position, Polished
......................................................... #13772 .........$649.95/ea.
1955-57 Auto, V8 & 6 Cyl. Position, Polished
......................................................... #13773 .........$799.95/ea.

BE COOL ALuMINuM CROSSFLOw RAdIATORS
1955-57 Standard ........................... #13764 .........$599.95/ea.
1955-57 Auto ................................... #13765 ........ $695.00/ea.
1955-57 Standard, Polished .......... #13774 .........$699.95/ea.
1955-57 Auto, Polished .................. #13775 .........$849.95/ea.
1955-57 Standard, LS-Engines ..... #17526 .........$749.95/ea.
1955-57 Auto, LS-Engines ............. #17527 .........$849.95/ea.
1955-57 Standard, Polished, LS-Engines
......................................................... #17528 .........$849.95/ea.
1955-57 Auto, Polished,LS-Engines
......................................................... #17529 .........$949.95/ea.

BE COOL RAdIATORS
An OEM radiator just isn’t designed to cool a high-horsepower engine, and overheating can take the fun out 
of driving your classic very quickly. Now, Be Cool has your answer. A high-quality Be Cool radiator will not only 
lower your temp, but their technology produces radiators that are 40% lighter than copper brass OEM units. 
Their epoxy free construction provides better heat dissipation while allowing complete repairability. Available 
in standard finish or polished. Installation note: 1957 6 cylinder installs will need to modify the hood baffle for 
clearance of the inlet, all Be Cool radiators use dual 1-inch cores.

BE COOL OE V8 pOSITION RAdIATORS
What’s that you say? You want a vintage radiator design produced 
with today’s technology? By customer demand Be Cool has 
expanded their industry proven product line with their NEW Be 
Cool OE series radiators.  Be Cool OE series radiators combine 
a modern aluminum core design with the factory fit, finish and 
correct-appearing ribbed factory tank design of a stock OE radia-
tor. Your HIGHER than factory-rated horsepower classic Chevy 
won’t overheat with a Be Cool OE series radiator!
1955-57 Black, Aluminum, Standard, V8 Position
......................................................... #16916 ........ $790.95/ea.
1955-57 Black, Aluminum, AUTO, V8 Position
......................................................... #16917 .........$795.95/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13762
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13763
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13772
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13773
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13764
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13765
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13774
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13775
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17526
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17527
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17528
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17529
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16916
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16917
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ALuMINuM CROSSFLOw 
RAdIATOR CONVERSION 
MOduLES
Be Cool’s Super Street Series 
Power Cooling Module assem-
blies are designed to cool ve-
hicles with up to 700 dyno-rated 
horsepower. Each kit contains a 
Be Cool aluminum dual 1" core 
crossflow performance radiator 
with oval fluted tubes, a dual 11" 
electric puller fan set with vented 
shroud for highway cruising, a 
set of fan mounting brackets 
with hardware, a diamond cut, 
vented coolant recovery tank, a 
primary fan wiring harness with a 
40 amp relay, a secondary wiring 
harness to independently control 
the second fan and to top it all off a Be Cool billet radiator cap. Available in standard finish or polished. Picture is representation 
only. 1955-57 radiator is slightly different.
1955-57 Standard ......................................................................................................... #13758 ............................... $1,417.95/ea.
1955-57 Auto ................................................................................................................. #13759 ...............................$1,425.00/ea.
1955-57 Standard, Polished ........................................................................................ #13768 ............................... $1,595.95/ea.
1955-57 Auto, Polished ................................................................................................ #13769 ............................... $1,649.95/ea.

CROSS-FLOw pOLISHEd RAdIATOR CONVERSION MOduLES
BeCool now offers you the ultimate in cross-flow conversion modules. Each system comes fully polished and completely assembled 
with an aluminum core support, radiator, recovery and reservoir tanks and chrome plated fan shroud with aluminum motor covers. 
Kits are available with or without A/C condenser and with or without integral transmission coolers. Everything you need to keep 
your hotrod cool. Be sure to order enough BeCoolant, part #15562 on page 563, to properly protect your investment.
1955 Auto w/ A/C .......................................................................................................... #15521 ...............................$4,670.00/ea.
1956 Auto w/ A/C .......................................................................................................... #15522 ...............................$4,695.00/ea.
1957 Auto w/ A/C .......................................................................................................... #15523 ...............................$4,695.00/ea.
1955 Auto w/o A/C ........................................................................................................ #15524 ...............................$4,495.00/ea.
1956 Auto w/o A/C ........................................................................................................ #15525 ...............................$4,495.00/ea.
1957 Auto w/o A/C ........................................................................................................ #15526 ...............................$4,495.00/ea.
1955 Standard w/ A/C .................................................................................................. #15527 ...............................$4,795.00/ea.
1956 Standard  w/ A/C ................................................................................................. #15528 ...............................$4,795.00/ea.
1957 Auto w/ A/C .......................................................................................................... #15529 ...............................$4,795.00/ea.
1955 Standard  w/o A/C ............................................................................................... #15530 ...............................$4,495.00/ea.
1956 Standard  w/o A/C ............................................................................................... #15531 ...............................$4,495.00/ea.
1957 Standard  w/o A/C ............................................................................................... #15532 ...............................$4,495.00/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13758
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13759
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13768
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13769
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15521
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15522
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15523
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15524
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15525
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15526
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15527
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15528
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15529
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15530
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15531
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15532
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u.S. RAdIATOR dOwNFLOw ALuMINuM RAdIATORS
Aluminum Downflow radiators feature fully welded construction (no epoxy) and 
dual 1" tubes.  Radiators  are available in either a standard or Tripleflow configu-
ration. Tripleflow radiators achieve the maximum temperature drop by creating 
walls which force the coolant to pass through the core 3 times resulting in greater 
temperature reductions. Aluminum radiators do not have transmission coolers. An 
auxiliary cooler will be required so be sure to check out our transmission coolers 
on page 425. When mounting #13274 the hood baffle may require modification 
on ‘55-’56 application. All triple flow radiator upper inlets are on driver side of top 
tank. Don’t forget to order a fan shroud, parts #16625-16627C on page 308 for 
the best in cooling performance.  Made in the USA.
1955-57 V8 ......................................................................................................................... #13262 .................................... $489.95/ea.
1955-57 Triple Flow, V8 ..................................................................................................... #13266 .................................... $559.95/ea.
1955-56 V8 in 6-Cyl. Position ...................................................................................... #13270 .................................. $489.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 in 6-Cyl. Position, Triple Flow .................................................................. #13274 .................................. $559.95/ea.

u.S. RAdIATOR  ALuMINuM
CROSSFLOw RAdIATORS
Crossflow conversion radiators from US Radia-
tors feature dual 1” tubes and have a fully welded 
construction and come in standard finish or fully 
polished. Radiators are available in either stan-
dard or Auto versions and can be ordered with 
or without fans.  Fan Controller sold separately.
1955-57 with Fans, Unpolished, Auto ......................................................................... #17861 .................................. $699.95/ea.
1955-57 with Fans, Unpolished, Std. .......................................................................... #17862 .................................. $699.95/ea.
1955-57 with Fans, Polished, Auto .............................................................................. #17863 .................................. $849.95/ea.
1955-57 with Fans, Polished, Std. ............................................................................... #17864 .................................. $849.95/ea.
1955-57 without Fans, Unpolished, Auto ................................................................... #17865 .................................. $399.95/ea.
1955-57 without Fans, Unpolished, Std. .................................................................... #17866 .................................. $399.95/ea.
1955-57 without Fans, Polished, Auto  ....................................................................... #17867 .................................. $549.95/ea.
1955-57 without Fans, Polished, Std. ......................................................................... #17868 .................................. $549.95/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13262
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13266
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13270
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13274
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17861
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17862
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17863
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17864
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17865
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17866
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17867
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17868
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RAdIATOR CORE
SuppORT wIRING
GROMMET 
1957 .................... #357 ............$5.95/ea.

pOLISHEd
STAINLESS STEEL 
COOLANT
OVERFLOw TANk
This polished stainless 
steel overflow tank was 
designed to be kept out of 
view but it’s so beautiful 
you’ll want to show it off. 
One quart capacity tank 
with a precision knurled cap 
and a highly polished fin-
ish. Approximately 18-3/4" 
long, mounting hardware 
included.
All .....#1274 ... $49.95/ea.

BILLET SpECIALTIES SMOOTH 
OVERFLOw TANkS
The Billet Specialties overflow tanks are 
the best on the market. Precision machined 
from 6061 T-6 billet aluminum and polished 
to the famous Billet Specialties standards 
they feature two adjustable polished billet 
mounting straps for precise alignment.   
Product Features
• Knurled O-ring cap for a no-leak seal
• Stainless hardware included
• Aluminum push-on fittings included
• Industry leading mirror finish polish
• Internal return tube
All 8.75" .............. #17096 ....$139.95/ea.
All 13" ................. #17094 ......$99.95/ea.
All 15" ................. #17095 ......$99.95/ea.

RAdIATOR
SuppORT wIRE
HARNESS CLIp
1955-57 .............. #12333 ........$0.95/ea.

RAdIATOR SuppORT
TO FENdER SHIM kITS
1955-56 .............. #1168 ........$10.95/ea.
1957 (Shown)..... #1169 ........$12.95/ea.

RAdIATOR BuG SCREEN
If you show your daily driver or drive a show car daily, these bug screens are a must. 
Easy to install and remove.
1955-57 ...................................................................................#2871 ....... $28.95/ea.

SEE pAGES 444-447 FOR RAdIATOR CORE SuppORTS, 
FILLER pANELS, SuppORT BARS, ANd STRAp ASSEMBLIES.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=357
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1274
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17096
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17094
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17095
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12333
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1168
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1169
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2871
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CHROME RAdIATOR COVERS
The first thing they see when lifting the hood is the radiator. Nothing can dress it up 
better than our chrome radiator covers. Make your engine compartment shine! Tech-
nical Note: As to not detract from the show quality, our radiator covers are sealed. To 
access radiator cap, cover needs to be removed. Note: These are for hood up show 
display only. Must be removed before closing hood or driving. Made in the USA.
1955-57 w/o Shroud, Pyramid Peak ......................................#2706 ......$174.95/ea.
1955-57 w/ Shroud, Pyramid Peak ........................................#2709 ..... $249.95/ea.
1955-57 w/ Shroud, Louvered ...............................................#2710 ...... $249.95/ea.
1955-57 w/ Shroud, Ribbed ...................................................#2711 ...... $249.95/ea.
1955-57 Lower, Louvered ......................................................#2712 .......$108.95/ea.
1955-57 Lower, Ribbed ..........................................................#2713 .......$108.95/ea.

RAdIATOR SuppORT
TO FRAME SHIMS
Hardware included.
1955-57 .............. #1167 ........$12.95/ea.

RAdIATOR CORE
SuppORT RuBBER CuSHIONS
Made in the USA.
1955-57 .............. #604 .......... $13.95/pr.

RAdIATOR CONVERSION BRACkETS
Allows you to mount a V8 position radiator into the 6-cylinder position of a V8 core 
support. 
1955-57 ...................................................................................#11236 ....... $49.95/pr.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2706
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2709
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2710
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2711
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2712
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2713
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=1167
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=604
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=11236
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RAdIATOR CApS
Fits the Desert Cooler® radiator or any other 1955-1957 radiator application. 7-lb  for 
stock cooling systems or 13-lb pressure capacity for aluminum radiators with Vintage 
Air systems.
1955-57 7-lb. ............................................................................#141 ............ $9.95/ea.
1955-57 13-lb. .........................................................................#12160 ........ $6.95/ea.

RAdIATOR CApS wITH 
BE COOL LOGO
A great way to top off your 
cooling system upgrade. These 
Be Cool billet radiator caps, 
besides being great looking, 
are designed to allow the use 
of a coolant recovery system 
where needed.
All Round Style ......................................................................#13776 ....... $57.95/ea.
All Octagon Style ...................................................................#13777 ...... $54.95/ea.

RAdIATOR HOSE dRESS CApS
Flexi-Kool hose dress caps are now avail-
able separately so that you can dress up 
your original hoses or mix and match 
with your Flexi-Kool hoses. Made from 
chrome plated or powder coated alumi-
num. Clamps not included.
All 1-3/4", Chrome

 ........................ #13647 ......$12.95/ea.

RAdIATOR zINC ANOdE
Installs in place of petcock and protects 
the cooling system from corrosion.
All 1/4 NPT ......... #14845 ......$12.95/ea.

RAdIATOR HOSE CLAMp
1955-57 .............. #12163 ........ $1.95/ea.

#141
#12160

BILLET SpECIALTIES 
CHEVY pOLISHEd 
BILLET RAdIATOR CApS
This Billet Specialties radiator cap cover will really do the trick when you are dressing 
out your engine compartment.  CNC machined from 6061 T-6 billet aluminum and 
polished to a mirror finish, it's 2-piece design makes sure you can align it for maximum 
effect.  Comes complete with a quality Stant 16 lb. radiator cap hidden under the billet 
shell with knurled sides.
• 16 lb. caps are not suitable for cooling systems made before 1966.  If you are running 
an original 1955-1957 radiator and/or heater core or heater control valve you should 
use the 7 lb.version Danchuk #17106.
• 7 lb. caps are for use with pre-1966 cooling systems.  If you are upgrading your 
vehicle with a newer style radiator and a Vintage Air system you should use the 16 
lb. version, Danchuk #17105.
All Bowtie, 16-Lb. ...................................................................#17105 ...... $22.95/ea.
All Bowtie, 7-Lb.  ....................................................................#17106 ...... $22.95/ea.
All Plain, 16-lb. .......................................................................#17107 ...... $22.95/ea.
All Plain, 7-lb. ..........................................................................#17108 ...... $22.95/ea.

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=141
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12160
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13776
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13777
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13647
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=14845
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12163
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17105
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17106
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17107
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17108
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SHOw QuALITY RAdIATOR 
HOSES
These radiator hoses are correctly num-
bered with the GM codes used in 1955, 
1956 and 1957. These are the hoses for 
detail-oriented collectors and anyone 
seeking to restore the original factory look 
to their engine compartment. Original style 
spring clamps are included.
1955-57 V8, Upper Hose

 ........................ #044A .......$25.95/ea.
1955-57 V8, Lower Hose

 ........................ #045A .......$25.95/ea.
1955-56 6 Cyl., Upper Hose

 ........................ #046B .......$22.95/ea.
1957 6 Cyl., Upper Hose (Not Shown)

 ........................ #046A .......$29.95/ea.
1955-57 6 Cyl., Lower Hose

 ........................ #047A .......$29.95/ea.
1956-57 Dual 4BC & F.I. ,Upper Hose

(Not Shown) ... #2559 ........$44.95/ea.

RAdIATOR HOSES
Made with the same quality materials as 
our show quality hoses, but priced for the 
budget-oriented daily driver. For the 1957 
6 cylinder upper hose, see show quality 
hoses, above.
1955-57 V8, Upper Hose

 ........................ #044 ..........$18.95/ea.
1955-57 V8, Lower Hose

 ........................ #045 ..........$18.95/ea.
1955-56 6 Cyl., Upper Hose

 ........................ #046 ..........$18.95/ea.
1955-57 6 Cyl., Lower Hose

 ........................ #047 ..........$19.95/ea.
1955-57 V8 in 6 Cyl. Pos., Lower

 ........................ #10856 ...... $17.95/ea.
1955-57 Upper, Trim to Fit Crossflow

 ........................ #12161 ......$22.95/ea.
1955-57 Lower, Trim to Fit Crossflow

 ........................ #12162 ......$29.95/ea.

#044A
#047A

#046B

#045A

#044

#047

#045
#046

HOSE AdApTERS
In-Line hose adapters provide a threaded 
fitting for temp senders or fan switches. 
Features two 1/4" threaded ports for 
sending units.
All In-Line, Upper, for Temperature

Sender ............ #15055 ......$49.95/ea.
All In-Line, Lower, for Temperature 

Sender ............ #15056 ......$49.95/ea.

#15055

#15056

FLExI-kOOL RAdIATOR HOSE kITS
Flexi-Kool Hose kits are made of ribbed stain-
less steel which won’t freeze or crack. Flexi-Kool 
hoses ribbed design improves cooling which 
helps prevent overheating and possible engine 
damage. Hoses can be formed to any angle 
or length while reducing installation time and 
maintenance costs. No longer do you have to 
search to find a hose that you can make-work. 
Just order a Flexi-Kool hose kit for downflow or crossflow radiator conversions and 
you know you’ll have the right hose all the time. 48" hose kits make 2 hoses. Dress 
caps are also available separately, shown at right.  Matching Flexi-Kool heater hoses 
are shown on page 304.
All 24", Chrome, w/ Chrome Caps ........................................#12413 ....... $54.95/kit
All 24", Black w/ Black Caps .................................................#13629 ....... $54.95/kit
All 24", Red w/ Red Caps .......................................................#13630 ....... $54.95/kit
All 48", Chrome w/ Chrome Caps .........................................#12504 ......$114.95/kit
All 48", Black w/ Black Caps .................................................#13634 ....... $99.95/kit

SILICONE HOSE
RAdIATOR pLuMBING kIT
This reinforced silicone radiator plumbing 
kit includes two 90 degree elbows, one 45 
degree elbow and one 6" straight connec-
tor along with one 6" aluminum connector 
and one 45 degree aluminim connector.  
All ....................... #17013 ...... $89.95/kit

STEp up/dOwN RAdIATOR HOSES
With all the different engine and radiator combinations that are being put in classic 
Chevy’s these days sometimes the inlets and outlets don’t always match up to the 
current offering of radiator hoses. These tapered Radiator hoses are made of silicone 
for years of service and are great when a custom application requires custom hoses. 
Great when using tubing/hose combinations on late model engine and radiator installs.
All 1-1/4" to 1 3/4" ...................................................................#17773 ...... $22.95/ea.
All 1-1/4" to 1 1/2" ...................................................................#17772 ...... $22.95/ea.
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http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=044A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=045A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=046B
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=046A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=047A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2559
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=044
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=045
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=046
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=047
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=10856
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12161
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12162
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15055
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=15056
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12413
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13629
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=[PART%20NUMBER:Data%20Read%20Error]
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12504
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=13634
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17013
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17773
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17772
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AIR CONdITIONING CONdENSERS
For use with Crossflow radiators. Some fitting may be required.
1955-57 Unpolished, w/ Lines ...............................................#12169 .... $364.95/ea.
1955-57 Polished, w/ Lines ....................................................#12169A . $549.95/ea.

COMpLETE 134A AIR CONdITIONING uNITS
Designed specifically for your classic Chevy.  System attaches to existing holes in dash and firewall without drilling. These kits now 
use the fully electronic GEN IV Sure Fit System, which features an electronic conversion for stock heater control levers which 
eliminates all control cables. Separate heating and cooling coils and SPAL permanent magnet blower motor gives you maximum 
capacity and performance. To order, call our customer service department with your application to be sure you are ordering the 
correct kit. These kits come in 3 box sets, and 2 of the 3 boxes need to be shipped oversized which incurs an extra shipping 
charge. Note: The 55 with original 265 V8 with oil filter option requires a special order kit.
1955-56 ......................................................................................................................... #2437 ..................................$1,395.00/kit
1957  .............................................................................................................................. #2439 ..................................$1,395.00/kit
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RAdIATOR pETCOCk
wITH HOSE
The same brass valve used in 1955, 1956 
and 1957, with the original 6" of rubber 
drain hose included. Made in the USA.
1955-57 .............. #400 ............$9.95/ea.

RAdIATOR ANd
HEATER HOSE CLAMpS
When rebuilding your cooling system, 
don’t be tempted to use non-original 
screw clamps on your hoses. These spring 
clamps are just as effective, and won’t look 
out of place.
1955-56 .............. #398 ......... $15.95/set
1957 .................... #398A ...... $19.95/set

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12169
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12169A
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2437
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=2439
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=400
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=398
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=398A
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VINTAGE COOLING MOduLES
Vintage Cooling Systems Radiator Modules offer a clean, simple and functional design 
for your 1955 Tri-Five Chevy. Vintage Cooling systems radiator modules maximize 
engine compartment space on SB-Chevy, BB-Chevy and LS Engines with serpentine 
drives. The all steel module core support frame fits in the stock engine bay and moves 
the radiator and fans forward, allowing the most room possible for the additional space 
needed when using a serpentine system or blower modules. Includes a high efficiency 
dual pass aluminum cross-flow radiator with two rows of 1” tubes and a heavy duty 
2.5” core. Also includes an aluminum fan mounting bracket and dual 14” Maradyne 
high performance electric fans that produce 2135 CFM per fan. A Maradyne electric 
fan relay harness with 185° thermostat and dual fan relay keep the fan moving and 
keep everything plenty cool. Modules include a polished aluminum 16-lb. radiator 
cap, custom fit aluminum overflow tank with aluminum cap. Modules come completely 
assembled and the core support frame comes in a satin black finish. 1955 Chevy ra-
diator modules include a new hood latch assembly and hood supports with brackets. 
These are included because the unit moves the location of the stock latch to allow for 
additional engine compartment room by moving the radiator forward.
1955 Standard Satin Finish ...................................................#17925 . $3,095.00/ea.
1955 Standard Polished ........................................................#17926 . $3,349.00/ea.
1955 Standard w/AC Polished ..............................................#17927 . $3,975.00/ea.
1955 Standard, w/AC & PS Polished ....................................#17928 . $4,175.00/ea.
1956 Standard, Satin Finish ..................................................#17929 . $3,045.00/ea.
1956 Standard, Polished .......................................................#17930 . $3,275.00/ea.
1956 Standard, w/AC, Polished .............................................#17931 . $3,895.00/ea.
1956 Standard, w/AC & PS, Polished ...................................#17932 . $4,095.00/ea.
1957 Standard, Satin Finish ..................................................#17933 . $2,995.00/ea.
1957 Standard, Polished .......................................................#17934 . $3,195.00/ea.
1957 Standard, w/AC, Polished .............................................#17935 ..$3,745.00/ea.
1957 Standard, w/AC & PS, Polished ...................................#17936 . $3,949.00/ea.

BILLET A/C CLuTCH COVERS
FOR SANdEN 508
All Polished ....... #12562 ......$54.95/ea.
All Chrome ........ #12563 ...... $41.95/ea.

A/C COMpRESSOR CLuTCH COVER kITS
FOR SANdEN Sd7 ONLY.
Matches Front Runner pulleys.
All Plain ............................#12544.........$46.95/kit
All Polished ......................#12545.........$59.95/kitBILLET SpECIALTIES A/C CLuTCH 

COVERS  FOR SANdEN 508
All Polished ....... #17047 ......$44.95/ea.

A/C COMpRESSOR COVER
FOR SANdEN 508
Matches Concept 1 pulleys.
All Polished ....... #12669 ......$72.95/ea.

A/C CLuTCH
COMpRESSOR COVERS
FOR SANdEN 508
Dress up your Sanden 508 A/C Com-
pressor with this aluminum clutch cover, 
hardware included. 
All Chrome, SD508
............................ #16542 ......$75.95/ea. 
All Polished, SD508
............................ #16543 ......$75.95/ea. 
All Machined, SD508
............................ #16544 ......$69.95/ea. 

#16544

#16542

http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17925
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17926
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17927
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17928
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17929
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17930
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17931
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17932
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17933
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17934
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17935
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17936
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12562
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12563
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12544
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12545
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=17047
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=12669
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16542
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16543
http://www.danchuk.com/ItemForm.aspx?Item=16544

